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The TJNAF Hall B tagger has been described many times before.

For interested readers, I refer any of the numerous documents describing it.

However, in this document I will describe how the timing windows for the

overlap E Channels, T Channels, and the ET coincidences were calculated.

I will attempt to always refer to the geometrically and temporally created E

and T Channel bins as “Channels” and to the raw E and T Counter hardware

bins as “Counter” to avoid any ambiguity.

The task is quite simple. Determine, for a given timing window,

how many counts from a coincidence peak, survive the cut. For this, the data

file /mss/hallb/primex/data/october 2004/primex05003.dat.00 served as the

source data. To create the E Channel timing overlap peaks between adjacent

E Counters, E Counter events whose ID’s were separated by 1 ID count, ie.

adjacent Counters were selected. An indentical technique was used for the

T Channel timing overlap peak. For ET coincidences, the geometry map

located in the primex online.TAG ET map MySQL database was read into

memory from tagger brun.cc. This map was then used to assure that E and

T Channel events close in time were also geometrically matched. Events that

were geometrically allowed were then histogrammed to form timing peaks.

The end result of the above effort created 3 histograms of all possible
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‘good’ events that would fall into the E Channel (EE Window), T Channel

(TT Window), and ET coincidence (ET Window) overlap peaks. See Figure 1

for a typical overlap peak and Figure 2 for a sample timing window cut. Some

of these histograms had a fairly large background, so a statistical background

subtraction method was used where appropriate. Events were counted over

a large time interval (±20 ns) far away from the peaks. This event count was

then used to determine an average number of background events/bin. Thus,

as the timing cuts were made to the 3 histograms above, the flat background

the timing peaks sat on could be subtracted away. This method tended to

oversubtract the background, but it is far superior to leaving background

counts in. Additionally, the only effect was to add a uniform negative shift

in the calculated timing cut inefficiencies.

The specifics of the analysis really show the ‘inefficiency’ of the

timing cuts. The analysis asks the question, “What percentage of the counts

from the original overlap peaks survive the timing cut?” Thus, how inefficient

is a given cut? In a number of discussions at the weekly PrimEx meetings,

it was determined that an inefficiency of less the 1% is appropriate.

In all Figures, the data are presented in percentages. That is to say

that ‘0.45’ or ‘6.47’ are percentages, and not raw decimal fractions. From

these data, the timing window of 22 ns (± 11ns) is a good, but not optimal

cut (Figures 3, 4). A better EE timing window is 26 ns (± 13ns) where 7

inefficiencies are over 1%. A EE timing window of 28 ns (± 14ns) leaves only

2 inefficiencies over 1%. A timing window of 26 ns will be used.

Additionally, the timing cuts for the TT window and ET window
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Figure 1: EE Overlap Timing Peak

are good but probably not optimal. For the TT Window data, please in-

gore the spuriously large percentages in any overlap with T Counter 9 as a

member. There is a trigger cable timing length mis-match which is causing

this anomaly. It also appears that the background subtraction was a little

too aggressive, but manageable. Data in Figure 5 show that 13 ns is a very

efficient timing cut. Significantly smaller inefficiencies are not gained by a

larger time window.

Data in Figure 6 shows that 12 ns is a good time cut for our ET

Window for most overlap regions, but a few overlaps only drop below the

1% efficiency after a 14 ns cut. Included are lower statistic ET coincidences

binned by E channel ID. The data in these figures 7, 8, 9 also show that 14

ns is a more inclusive time window, and will be used.
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Figure 2: EE Timing Window cut of 12ns
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Figure 3: EE Timing Window results, page 1
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Figure 4: EE Timing Window results, page2
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Figure 5: TT Timing Window results
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Figure 6: ET Timing Window results.
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Figure 7: TE Timing Window results, page 1.
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Figure 8: ET Timing Window results, page 2. Please ignore the spurious

entries, as they suffer from a trigger cable timing mismatch much like T

counter 9.
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Figure 9: ET Timing Window results, page 3.
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